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"it is but the caricature of the public spirit/'1 No change,
no new ideas especially—ideas are dangerous, for revolutions
are made by books and therefore by ideas. No new religious
ideas particularly; for religion is the basis of society. In fact,
" religion " means nothing: " by religion what we really
mean is a religious society, and neither political any more
than religious order can put up with a belief, principle of
conduct, deeds or actions, that derives its right to exist only
from the individual conscience/' Do not complain, therefore,
of " oppression " if dangerous ideas are repressed ; there is,
however, genuine religious oppression if the sovereign allows
morals or religion to be shaken, thus oppressing both the
generation of to-day and that to come.2 Faguct calls Bonald
a scholastic and Maistre a sophist, but passages like these
qualify Bonald for high rank in the latter category.
4.  AUTHORITARIANISM  AS  A   PRACTICAL   POLICY
The authoritarian revolt was probably a psychological
necessity ; no order is so wholly bad as to lack some defenders,
at least among the few whom it profits ; or so wholly good as
not to stimulate the thoughts and the pens of some laudatorcs
temforis acti. But the French authoritarians were in a position
of peculiar difficulty, for they had to defend a state of society
for which they knew that no a priori justification was really
possible. The Revolution had deprived public consent of any
validity ; Napoleon had won more laurels for France than any
previous monarch; the only possible defence of the <wcien
regime was that it should exist, not because of its particular
achievements, but just because of an inherent rightness that
was independent of results. Such a standpoint might pass
muster in books, but it was really indefensible and", to put
it mildly, unscientific in the extreme ; and it is to be noted
that when Maistre approaches the problem of efficiency he is
led into a position dangerously near to the approval of any de
facto authority, such as the Jacobins in 1793, an^ perhaps the
1	Esprit de Corps et Espriide Parti, p. 2 8.
2	Considerations, chap. v.
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